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CROESO I HAF 2019!
This edition of our newsletter is a ‘mixed bag’. Inside there is a little of Bryngarw’s
history, some notes about the Bridgend Valleys’ place-names and their meanings (for our
distant readers), a visit to past times when we visit the roller skating craze of 100 years
ago, a railway ‘misadventure’, and several more glimpses into the lives of our
grandparents and great grandparents living in the Garw.

Bluebells in Bryngarw, a sure sign that Summer is on its way.

Our Website: www.garwheritage.co.uk
Full of photos from our archive and local stories and memories, the Garw Valley Society
website is building up a collection of local stories of past events and personalities.
Find us on Facebook!
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Bryngarw House and Grounds: a concise history

The first recorded mention of Bryngarw appears on April 1st 1569, in land records pertaining
to the Coytrahen estate. The house itself was possibly a farmhouse called Ty Llwydd in the
late 15th century, and was not recorded again until 1743.
The Coytrahen estate was originally two holdings, one in the parish of Llangynwyd and the
other in Betws, both owned by families called Powell, who were unrelated. The two estates
became united after Hannah, the daughter of one, married Anthony, the son of the other.
Hannah’s son , another Anthony, inherited the estate when all of Hannah’s brothers died
childless, and when in turn the younger Anthony died without an heir, the estates passed to
Morgan Popkin, the son of Anthony’s sister Mary. She had married John Popkin, heir to an
estate in Llansamlet, but due to mismanagement that estate was sold off to the powerful
Mansel family of Briton Ferry to get rid of debts, leaving the Popkins to Coytrahen .
Morgan Popkin went on to marry Mary Matthews of Nydfuwch, and when their sons also died
without heirs, the Coytrahen estate was inherited once again through the female side of the
family. Frances, daughter of Morgan and Mary Popkin, married Edmund Traherne of
Castellau, and in 1775 was given Bryngarw House and its grounds as a wedding present.
Their descendant Morgan Popkin Traherne, was living in Isenhurst Manor near Heathfielkd in
Sussex, and in 1830 he turned Bryngarw House into a virtual copy of Isenhurst to please his
wife.
Bryngarw then passed to John Popkin Traherne in 1859, who obtained a commission as an
ensign in the 39th (Dorset) Regiment of Foot. He sold his commission in 1851 and then
served as a Major in the Glamorgan Militia, retiring in 1865, possibly as a result of the scandal
from his affair with the wife of his close friend and neighbour James Brogden of Tondu
House.
Major Traherne was very active in the county as a JP, Deputy Lieutenant of the County and
finally High Sheriff, but his leisure activities were taken up by his love of salmon fishing. He
designed and invented his own rods and flies, becoming quite a celebrity when his book
“The Angling Habits of the Salmon” was published in 1889.
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Bryngarw House and Grounds: continued
The last member of the Traherne family to actually live in Bryngarw was Captain
Onslow Powell Traherne, (rank coming from his WW1 service), who made his fortune
as a stockbroker in London, but who then used that fortune to extend the house and
landscape the gardens. Alongside the extensive landscaping, he introduced many
exotic plants and trees such as the Tulip tree, the Handkerchief tree, and the
Magnolias and Sequoias which were brought back from his many travels.
Onslow Powell Traherne died in 1950 at the age of 61, at Bryn Cottages Tondu,
Bryngarw house and grounds already having been sold to a local businessman RS
Hayes in 1944. Mr Hayes and his family lived there until 1959.
In 1961 the then Ogmore and District Council bought the Bryngarw Estate for council
tennant accommodation and a caravan site, but this proved to be a very expensive
undertaking when it was realized how much work needed doing on its upkeep. In
1980, the newly-formed Ogwr Borough Council designated it as a country park, and 5
years’ hard work resulted in its being open to the public, with car park, toilets, café
and children’s play area. European funding followed in 1993, and Bryngarw House was
transformed into a hotel with conservatory, a fine restaurant, hospitality suites and
conference facilities, and more recently it has been granted a licence to hold weddings.
Now that it is wholly owned by Bridgend County Borough Council it is constantly
undergoing restructure and ground improvement, but for the visitor, it is at best a joy
to visit and identify its various plants and trees, and for the rest of us, a lovely day out
in historic and beautiful landscapes.

From the Glamorgan Gazette, Friday 10th January 1908
Submitted by Colin T Davies

Runaway Train - On Friday evening a slight mishap occurred on the railway at
Blaengarw Station. After the train from Bridgend arrived, the engine was as usual
disconnected in order to shunt to the opposite end of the train in readiness for the
return journey. The brakes it is said, were not applied, and owing to the gradient the
coaches commenced to move in the direction of Pontycymer, gaining speed as they
travelled.
They had only proceeded about 200 yards, when they collided with a goods engine, with
the result that part of one carriage was derailed and a buﬀer damaged. This slight
collision was really a blessing in disguise, for had the coaches pursued their journey
serious damage might have resulted. Several passengers were in the train, but nobody
was injured.
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What we have been doing:
✦

Our presence in Bryngarw at the Spring Bank Holiday weekends has been a
regular feature of previous years, and this year was no exception when we set
up an exhibition lasting 3 days over the early May holiday weekend. The venue
was an ideal location for leisurely walks through the stunning bluebell woods in
the park, and many people called into the visitors’ centre to see what else the
Garw has to offer. Its cycling tracks would take them along banks of wildflowers,
rippling waters of the Garw river, amongst beautiful mountain scenery, and we
were able to show them how different the scenery would have been , only a
short time ago, when it was a hive of heavy industry with all the support services
that would have commanded.
✦On

April 6th we held a film
show at the Blaengarw Rugby
Club, where owner Tria
Moore offered refreshments
whilst Colin and Ian ran a
continuous film of old
photographs of Garw life.
Visitors were also able to
view static displays of mining,
chapel, social, and cultural
aspects of Garw life.
✦

✦

We also had a presence (a mini-exhibition) at the Garw Valley Railway Society’s
Open Day on the Spring bank holiday, where we showed how the Railway and
mining industries came together in the Garw. Our stand was placed in front of
Pamela (pictured left.)
Future plans involve exhibitions in Tabernacle and other venues which will be
announced later in the summer, so follow us on Twitter, Facebook, and the local
press.

NOTICE: All items printed in our newsletters come from archive material which in turn
has been given to us by contributors, or researched from acknowledged sources by our
members. If any reader has additional information on the subjects listed, or wishes to correct
an error, please get in touch with us via the website or ring the editor on 01656 856091.
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An Evacuee’s story
Martin was a small boy of six years old when he and his younger brother Charles
were sent from their home in Birmingham to an unknown valley in South Wales
in late 1941, because of the fear of the city being bombed by the Germans. All
over Britain, children were being sent away from their homes if those homes
were likely to be targets for enemy attack.
Not all children were taken in by caring adults; some would be exploited and
used for an extra pair of hands to help run the household, but that did not
happen to these two. Martin and Charles were spotted in the school in
Pontycymer, where they stood forlornly with labels round their necks saying ‘Do
not separate us’. They were both taken into the home of Maude and Bill
Reynolds, in Queen Street Blaengarw, and spent an idyllic two years with the
family, going to school and running around the mountainside.
Martin in particular never forgot his two years in Blaengarw, and as an adult he
came to Blaengarw twice or three times every year apart from his time doing
National Service in Germany, until 2017, when illness prevented his journey. Jan
was born to Maude and Bill in 1944, so does not remember him as an evacuee,
but has ever since played hostess to his visits once her parents had died. She
remembers fondly how Martin used to talk about the freedom of the hills,
collecting whinberries, paddling in the streams.
Before his illness Martin wrote to Jan, his ‘sister’ as he thought of her, to express
his gratitude and thanks, not just to her and her family but to all Garw people for
their welcome and hospitality to two frightened little boys. His wish was that
when he died, his ashes were to be scattered in his ‘ancestral home’, as he
referred to Blaengarw.
That event took place in May this year, when Martin died aged 84. His family
came to Jan’s in Blaengarw, and took a walk up the mountainside and scattered
his ashes in the place that he loved best and thought of as home.

Your Help Needed: As ever we welcome your comments, suggestions,
and contributions for future newsletters. We would love to hear from
you!
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Some place-names and their meanings
We often have enquiries about place names from readers outside Wales, so here are a few of the local place
names and their meanings.
✦

Blaengarw - ‘Blaen’ here means ‘head of a valley’, and ‘garw’ means ‘rough’
or ‘wild’. ‘Carw’ is also the Welsh word for ‘stag’, which explains why the
Garw Valley often uses a stag for its emblem.

✦

Pontycymer - ‘Pont’ meaning ‘bridge’ as it does in many European
languages, and ‘cymer’ means ‘confluence’ (of two rivers), so it’s the bridge
over the confluence.

✦

Pant-y-Gog - ‘Pant’ means a ‘hollow’, and ‘cog’ is ‘cuckoo’, hence ‘cuckoo
hollow’. The nearby farm is still called Pant-y-Gog farm, and a nearby street
is called in English ‘Cuckoo Street’.

✦

Pont-y-rhyl - ‘Pont’ is ‘bridge’ as before, and ‘Rhyll’ is the hill. Coed-yRhyll (Rhyll Wood), is situated north of the village, on the way to Pant-yGog.

✦

Llangeinor, Llangeinwyr - ‘Llan’ is the parish or boundary of the church
of St Cein, or Ceinwen, reputedly one of the many daughters of Brychan the
king of Brecon who travelled through the area in the 6th century on her way
to Cornwall and then Brittany. It is one of the oldest placenames in the
Bridgend borough, dating back to at least 1139 AD.

✦

Nant-y-moel - ‘Nant’ means stream or brook, and ‘moel’ means ‘bare’. In
1585 it was just ‘Nantmoel’, the stream that flowed through a barren stretch
of land- this is now forested and has many more houses.

✦

Pantyrawel - ‘Pant’ again meaning ‘hollow’ and ‘awel’ meaning ‘breeze’, so
we have ’Breezy Hollow’ or possibly as ‘being in the hollow near Awel Farm’.

✦

Melin Ifan Ddu, or Blackmill as it is usually known, was named after its
owner Ifan the black, referring to his dark hair. ‘Melin’, being ‘Mill’, ‘Ddu’
meaning ‘black’, Ifan’s full name was Ifan Ddu ap Gryﬀydd Goch ( Red
Gryﬀydd, maybe red haired?)

✦

Maesteg – ‘Maes’ is ‘field’ or ‘meadow’, and ‘teg’ means ‘fair’, and the town is
named after the three farms that were in the valley, until industry arrived in
the 1820s. The farms were Maes-teg-Uchaf, (upper), Maes-teg Ganol
(central), and Maes-teg Isaf (lower).

✦

Caerau- this is possibly from the plural of ‘fort’, ‘caer’, and may refer to the
prehistoric mounds on the tops of the hills that have given their name to the
brook ‘Nant Caerau’, that flows into the Llynfi river.
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BRIDGEND'S LATEST CRAZE
1910. (Anon) From the Glamorgan Gazette, February 18th 1910, a poem about
Ogmore’s new leisure facility.
Upon the Ogmore Downs no more from tees I will be driving;
Quarella's football's quite a bore, and so is Porthcawl diving,
In vain the marker chalks the cue, the Ogmore Club I'm thinking
Will see me not, but I'll not rue my rinking, rinking, rinking.
Part singing's off. It is no cop to join the bottom basses.
Or lead the waltz at the Wyndham hop, or watch Quarella races.
The Peoples’ Pictures attract me not, from Ebley's shows I'm shrinking.
The only thing for which I'm hot, is rinking,rinking, rinking.
The once seductive Gramophone my soul no longer entices.
And bicycles are on the market thrown, as perfect sacrifices;
I'm tired of every kind of work, even writing finds me blinking.
And every blessed thing I'll shirk for rinking, rinking, rinking.
I do not give a fig about the county tri-elections.
Or whether Howell gets thrown out through Bryncethin objections.
Randall, Llewellyn and David, and T.J. Hughes and Sibbr'ing
Are as naught to me. Of all I'm rid, but rinking, rinking, rinking.
Friend Abse's now a 'good old sort', and Gaylard's quite a hero.
For having brought the glorious sport of clinking, rinking; ergo.
At the Drill Hall and at Joinery my wheels I'll still keep clinking
I save my pence to pay the fee for rinking, rinking, rinking.

This craze, having hit Ogmore in 1910, was followed up in the Garw, as
in 1912 a ‘huge new attraction’ was opened up near Prospect Place, just
off the square in Pontycymer. This was named the Hippodrome, but was
more commonly called ‘The Rink’, as it had a large floor suitable for
roller skating, a pastime much enjoyed by men women and children
alike. It was also intended to be a theatre, in which would be held Public
Meetings, Operatic and Variety performances, wrestling competitions
and Film shows. It soon became the entertainment hub of the valley.
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BRIDGEND'S LATEST CRAZE:
continued…
The Hippodrome itself was a large corrugated iron-clad building, capable of
holding about 1500-plus people. During WW1 it served as a centre from which
to raise funds for the troops, and again during the depressed years after the war
it became one of the many local soup kitchens helping to feed the people of
the Garw Valley.
On November 25th 1922 the Hippodrome caught fire and the whole building
was completely destroyed in a matter of an hour.

BETWS FOUNTAIN
At Betws village stands a fount where copious waters fall,
A Precious boon bestowed by one who dwells within the
place
Oh may not time, eroding time, her merits e’er efface!
Clear as crystal is the stream which this old fount bestows,
And sweet is the melodious sound it gives where e’er it
flows.
Free access to each one and all to draw their own supply;
The traveller weary with fatigue may drink when passing by.
Fast fount! Fast fount! I’ll thee extol, to these my voice I’ll
raise!
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